
 

Quilted Dreams 
Schedule of Services & Fees* 

Quilting  

Edge to Edge/Overall …………$0.012/sq. inch (1.2 cents) & up** 

This type of quilting provides an overall motif that is stitched regardless of the piecing or design of the 
quilt top.  Pricing levels are based on design size and density. 

Basic: Select overall design with very open designs; large meandering is included in this level. 

Level 1: Freehand and computerized designs with fairly open density and 6 inch or larger row 
repeat.  

Level 2: Freehand and computerized designs with medium density, repeats of 6 inches or 
more.  

Level 3: Freehand and computerized designs with petite (smaller than 6 inch repeat) and/or 
heavy density of stitching; dense stippling (less than 1 inch apart) is included at this 
level. 

 Overall Minimum charge: $35 

 

Custom ……………$0.03/sq. inch (3 cents) & up** (25% deposit is required)  

This type of quilting design considers the piecing, blocks, and fabrics used in the quilt top.  Pricing 
levels are based on design elements, density, and methods used.  Obviously, the more labor intensive 
the design, the higher the level will be.   

Level 1: One border design with SID between border and quilt body, one block design or overall 
design within quilt body; no templates or rulers 

Level 2: One border design with SID between border and quilt body, SID around blocks,   
  one or two block designs; light use of templates or rulers 

Level 3: Quilter creates designs based on quilt top and customer request.  May include Level 1 
& 2 custom elements but detailed fill designs, crosshatching, and/or extensive ruler 
and template work are added to complement block designs.  

Level 4: Heirloom and show style quilting which includes trapunto, over the top fill designs 
(dense microstippling or pebbles) and extensive ruler or template work.   

 

Since Custom Levels 3 & 4 are so labor intensive, quilts smaller than 40 x 50 (crib) may incur an 
hourly rate rather than the per square inch rate.  This will be determined during the design 
consultation.   

Custom Minimum charge: $100       

 
Hourly rate:  $20 per hour 
 
**Specific quilting rates will be determined during consultation and will be based on quilt & design 
that is chosen by customer.  Pricing does not include batting and thread. 

 

 



 

 

Additional Quilting Services: 

Basting:   This service is for those who want to hand quilt……$0.005 (half-cent)/sq. inch 

Preparation and/or repair work:  includes pressing & clipping threads on top and/or backing... $20 
per hour.   

Seaming:  backing fabric is $5 per seam; if I have to match fabric, the rate is $10 per seam. 

Trimming :  backing & batting after quilting is $20. 

Pressing:  quilt top or backing before loading on to machine is priced at the hourly rate of $20. 

 

Materials & Supplies  

Thread  

Solid color:   $3-5 

Variegated thread  $5-7 

Specialty    $10 & up depending on the thread 

Thread change:  No charge for 1st change (2 colors on your quilt) 

    $2 per change after 1st change 

 

Batting 

I can provide batting for your quilt or you can bring your own.  I currently carry Hobbs 80/20 
($0.24 pi) that can be purchased by the linear (running) inch which is a more economical way to 
buy because you only pay for what is used for your quilt. Legacy wool batting ($.41 pi) and black 
blend ($.24 pi)is available.  I can order special packaged batting upon request.  Prices vary 
according to my cost & shipping so please contact me for further information.  

 

Examples of Approximate Quilting Charges for Standard Quilt Sizes  

Size Square Inch Baste Edge to Edge Custom 

Twin 68 x 90=6,120 $31 $92 $184 

Full/Double 80 x 90=7,200 $36 $108 $216 

Queen 90 x 96=8,640 $43 $130 $259 

King 96 x 108=10,368 $52 $156 $311 

XXL King 120 x120=14,400 $72 $216 $432 

Charges are rounded. 

*Prices subject to change without notice. 
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